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You don’t have
to outrun
the monsters . . .
if you can outrun
your friends.
a card game for 3 or more players

The Cat is played. It is the “wild card,” so it can be played on
anything. (See the rules for the Cat below.)
A Goblin, Bones, or Bat card is played as the next card in
sequence. (See the rules for Goblins, Bones, and Bats below.)

Spooks is a fast-moving party game in which you play cards
by matching numbers and suits. The first player to empty his hand
wins . . . and the ghosties get everybody else!
There are 11 cards in each suit (Spiders, Spooks, Goblins,
Bones, and Bats) – 1 through 10, plus the Master – and one Black
Cat card. Each suit has a special rule for play, so the last card
played can change everything. Who will be first to play all his
cards and escape the haunted house?

SPIDERS

AND

TRICKY GOBLINS
Goblins love to play tricks. The only way to escape their
wicked game is to play with them.

SPOOKS!

The Goblin cards are green. When a Goblin is played, each
player chooses a card from his hand and puts it face-down in
front of him – not on the discard pile! You may choose a
Goblin to try to win the trick, or you may “slough” a card of
another suit.
When everyone has chosen a card, turn all cards face up.
If the Cat comes out, it wins the trick (it scared away the
Goblins). Otherwise, the player with the highest Goblin card
wins the trick. All the trick cards are now discarded. The
winner may play any card he chooses, and play continues.
If NOBODY plays a Goblin (they all decided to hide), all
the trick cards are discarded, and it’s the next player’s turn.
He may play any card he chooses.
If a player lays down his last card during this round, he wins
the game. Ties are possible!

You knew better than to let your
friends talk you into this “adventure” . . .
but you came anyway. Now the door
yawns open, revealing spiders everywhere, and noises that might be the wind,
and – did something just move across that
hallway? Then your friends pull you
inside . . .
Choose a dealer. The dealer passes out all
the cards (some players may get one more
card than others). You may choose to deal an
extra hand (see Hiding in Plain Sight, below) to speed up the
game. Don’t show your hand to anyone else.
Your first encounter in the haunted house is . . . Spiders! The
player with the 1 of Spiders places it face up in the center of the
table. This is the discard pile. (All other cards will be played on the
discard pile, except when the Goblins come out.)
Now the next player to the left must play a card of the next
higher number – a 2 on the 1. All the blue cards – the Spiders and
the Spooks – work the same way. If the card on top of the stack
is a blue one, the next person must play the next card in sequence
(a 3 on the 2). Any blue card calls for the next player to play the
next higher number, up to the Master card, which is played on a
10. It can be any suit, but it must be the next higher number.
If a player does not have the next number, he must pass, and
it is the next player’s turn to play. Note that even if you have a
legal card, you do not have to play it; you may choose to pass.
Play continues until one of four things happens:

BONES

THE

BATS

Ah, the darkest time of night – when the really spooky
things come out!
When a red card – a Bone or
Bat – is played, the rules change.
Now the card played must MATCH
the one on top of the pile . . . it
may match either the suit or the
number (or M).
Play continues until one of two
things happens:
A player matches the number
on the top discard with a blue or
green card (or the Cat). If this
happens, play resumes according to
the new suit played.
A player is unable to play on the
Bone or Bat on the top of the pile.
Now, either something bad happens, or something worse happens.

The turn comes back to a player without any of his opponents
being able to top the card he played. He may then play any card
he chooses, and play continues normally after that.
A blue Master (Spider or Spook) is played. Only one card, the
Cat, can be played on the blue Masters. If the person with the
Cat chooses to play it, see the rules under Cats, below. Otherwise,
since no other card is higher than a Master, the person who
played the Master may play another card, of his choice.

KEEPING UP WITH

AND

BONESES

Here’s how each suit of cards is played.
Color
Blue
Blue

Suit
Spiders
Spooks

Play
Next number in sequence
Next number in sequence

Optional Master Effect
Master Spider can be played on any Spider
Everyone passes a card to the right

Green

Goblins

Play a “trick” round

Pass a card to the opponent with the fewest cards

Red
Red

Bones
Bats

Play the same number OR the same suit
Play the same number OR the same suit

Reverse direction of play
Reverse number sequence, from high to low

RATTLED BY BONES
The skeletal specters will try
to scare everyone out of their
wits! Don’t get caught . . .
When a player is unable to top
a Bone, the player who laid down
the last card chooses a numerical
sequence (such as 2–3–4–5 or
9–10–M) from his hand. These
cards can be any mixture of suits,
and the “straight” can be of any
length, or just a single card. Place
them in the discard pile with the
highest card on top. If this lets that player get rid of all his cards,
he wins! Otherwise, the player who could not top the Bone now
plays, if he can, on the new top card.
Only the new top card has any effect. Ignore the suit and rank
of all other cards discarded in the “straight.” So if the top card is
a Goblin, play a trick, and if it’s a Master, its special effect counts
if you are using that rule.

BITTEN BY BATS
The Bats are the spookiest creatures in the haunted house –
they’ll bite you any chance they get.
When a player is unable to top a Bat, he’s in real trouble.
Starting with the one who played the Bat and going counterclockwise, each player chooses one card and gives it to the Bat victim.
If someone gets rid of his last card this way, he wins instantly!
Otherwise, play resumes, starting with the player who got
Bitten, who may play any card he chooses.

THE CAT

MORE SPOOKS: THEY NEVER DIE
For a longer or larger game, simply combine two decks!
The player nearest the dealer’s left who has a 1 of Spiders
plays it to start the game.
During a Goblin round, two players might tie if they both play
a Cat, or both play the highest Goblin card. Those two players
(only) choose new cards from their hands and play another trick.
If they tie again, yet another trick is played . . . until someone wins
or neither one plays a Goblin.

SPOOKS III: EVEN SCARIER
To make the game more challenging, add these effects for
Master cards. A special effect happens only if the Master is played
normally. If it’s played during a trick, it has no effect!
Spiders: The Master of Spiders can be played on any Spider
card, regardless of number. It remains the Master, not the number
it replaces.
Spooks: Each player picks one card from his hand. At the
same time, everyone gives his chosen card to the person on his
right.
Goblins: Whoever played the Master of Goblins picks one
card from his hand and gives it to the opponent with the fewest
cards. If players are tied for fewest, he picks one victim to receive
the gift.
Bones: The direction of play reverses. Regular play now goes
counterclockwise. Bat bites go around the table clockwise, and
the Master of Spooks makes you hand cards to the left.
Bats: The Spook and Spider cards are now
played backward in sequence, so low numbers are
played on high ones. When a Goblin trick is played,
the lowest Goblin card wins.

Monsters are everywhere; you’ve got to hide. Maybe
this room is safe. The hair rises on your neck, your
heart beats faster, your hand shakes as you reach for
the doorknob, and a screech makes you jump a foot
in the air, just as you recognize . . . a black cat.
Oh. Well, that was fun.

The Bones and Bats effects last until the end of
the game . . . unless you are playing with two decks.
In that case, the second Master of Bones reverses the
first one and puts the directions back to normal. The
same holds true for Bats.

The Cat is the wild card. It can be played on any card.
The next player can then play any card he chooses. (If you play a
Cat during a Goblin round, it wins the trick automatically.)
Obviously, the Cat is good for getting out of scrapes, but it
gives the next player the lead. You don’t want to squander the Cat
in a situation where you can lay down another card.

HIDING

ESCAPING

THE

HAUNTED HOUSE

IN

PLAIN SIGHT

To make the hands smaller, or to make it more difficult to tell
what cards can be played, deal one extra hand of cards and set it
aside. This “ghost hand” will not be played this round.
If nobody has the 1 of Spiders, start the game with the 2 of
Spiders (and so on, if necessary).
This option is especially good with few players, very experienced players, or two-deck games!

Just as the monster reaches out to grab you . . .
You win by getting rid of all your cards. You’ve outrun the
spooks – too bad for your friends!

SPOOKS: THE SERIES
You race through the door with the monsters hot on your
heels . . . and find yourself on another floor . . .
Shuffle the cards and play each hand as usual. At the end of
each round, tally the points in each losing hand. When one
person hits 200, he’s grabbed by the monsters and loses . . . and
whoever has the lowest score is first out the door and wins!
For a longer game: When a player reaches 200
and is grabbed by the monsters, he drops out and
the others keep playing until three players are left.
When one of those three hits 200, the game ends
and the player with the lowest score wins.
Card
1-10
M
Cat

Points
face value
20
30

IF YOU WANT MORE . . .
Visit our website! This game’s web page, found at
www.sjgames.com/spooks/, has more game variations and
any FAQ or errata that prove necessary.
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